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Family acceptance is a crucial component of healthy development during adolescence, especially for sexual
and gender minority youth (SGMY) who often fear rejection from family members. Studies focused on
SGMY family environments often utilize broad measures that fail to capture SGMY-specific aspects of
family acceptance and rejection. Less research has considered how the measurement of family acceptance
and rejection might differ depending on whether SGMY have disclosed their sexual and/or gender identities
to their parents. We used data from a national nonprobability sample of 9,127 SGMY in the United States
who had either disclosed (n = 6,683) or not disclosed (n = 2,444) their sexual and/or gender identities to
parents to test the factor structure of an eight-item measure of family acceptance and rejection and
differences by disclosure status. A two-factor, negatively correlated model reflecting constructs of family
acceptance and family rejection was equivalent across disclosure groups. Youth who had disclosed their
identity reported greater acceptance and less rejection and showed a stronger negative association between
the two constructs than nondisclosed youth. Family acceptance, but not rejection, had higher variability
among disclosed youth than nondisclosed youth. Results suggest that the family environments of SGMY are
simultaneously characterized by accepting and rejecting behaviors. Though families of disclosed youth
appear to be more accepting and less rejecting, the experiences of these youth are complex. Findings suggest
that research on SGMY family environment must consider both supportive and undermining behaviors and
that the measures assessed here operate similarly for youth based on disclosure.

Keywords: sexual and gender minority youth, identity disclosure, adolescence, acceptance and rejection,
family environments

Family support is essential for the healthy development of young
people (Chu et al., 2010). However, sexual and gender minority
youth (SGMY) experience deficits in family support (Fish et al.,
2020; Fish & Russell, 2018), particularly regarding their sexual and
gender identities (Allen et al., 2022; D’Augelli & Grossman, 2001;
Fish et al., 2020; Grossman et al., 2021; Savin-Williams & Ream,
2003). Research on understanding the family relationships of
SGMY is critical, considering that family behaviors related to
SGMY’s sexual identity are strongly associated with mental health,
substance use, and well-being (Ryan et al., 2010; Snapp et al., 2015).
Scholarship on SGMY’s family environment has largely

conceptualized family and parental behaviors that reflect either

“acceptance” or “rejection” of youth’s sexual identity. These
studies—typically focused on parents—have shown that more
positive reactions to disclosure of sexual/gender identities and
supportive relationships with family members are associated with
better health outcomes, and more negative reactions/relationships
are associated with worse health. Studies that have examined sexual
and gender minority (SGM)-specific family behaviors find that this
type of social support is more beneficial to mental health and self-
esteem than general support (Doty et al., 2010; Ryan et al., 2010).
Caitlin Ryan of the Family Acceptance Project created an extensive
SGM-specific measure of family acceptance and rejection, which
consisted of 106 items based on family behaviors related to SGMY
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identities (Ryan et al., 2010). Studies from this project found that
family members’ accepting behaviors were associated with lower
risk for depression, suicidality, and substance use (Ryan et al.,
2010), while rejecting behaviors predicted greater risk for these
outcomes (Ryan et al., 2009).
Previous work has measured family acceptance and rejection

along a single continuum; high levels of family acceptance are often
interpreted and operationalized as low levels of rejection, and vice
versa (e.g., D’Augelli & Grossman, 2001; Savin-Williams & Ream,
2003). As the field has grown, researchers have investigated family
acceptance and rejection as distinct constructs that reflect family
processes related to SGMY’s identity within the family: SGMY
experience both accepting and rejecting behaviors from family
members that may contradict one another and send mixed messages
to youth (see Allen et al., 2022). Thus, acceptance is not the absence
of rejection, nor rejection the absence of acceptance. For example, in
one study, sexual minority adults described how acceptance from
their families came with negative undertones or microaggressions
(Mena & Vaccaro, 2013). Some participants minimized their family
members’ rejecting behaviors, sometimes interpreting them as sup-
portive, by contrasting their behavior to the possibility of more
extreme reactions such as disownment (p. 12). Another study found
that reactions from gay and bisexual men’s fathers were often
contradictory in that they accepted their sons but rejected SGM
people in general (Jadwin-Cakmak et al., 2015). These studies
illustrate that SGMY’s family relationships are nuanced, such that
family accepting and rejecting behaviors are not mutually exclusive,
unidimensional constructs. Approaches that consider modeling these
behaviors together may provide a better understanding of family
ambiguity or ambivalence. Thus, examining the dimensionality of
quantitative measures of family acceptance and rejection could
improve our understanding of SGMY’s family relationships and
the degree to which these processes are interrelated.
The family environments of SGMY can vary based on many

different contextual factors, including their religion, geographical
location, and intersecting identities. In the present study, we con-
sider the role of an experience that is specific to SGMY: disclosure
of a sexual or gender identity. Moreover, many of these studies have
only included SGMY who have disclosed their identity to their
parents, where family interactions around SGMY are often more
overt (e.g., D’Augelli et al., 1998) given the shared knowledge of
youth’s sexual identity. Researchers often exclude youth who have
not disclosed from their analyses to avoid introducing bias or
conflating their experiences with disclosed youth. This exclusion
may be appropriate when studying specific SGMY experiences in
which youth must have disclosed to family members, such as
embarking on a gender transition or introducing family members
to a same-sex partner. However, some research on family interac-
tions has found differences between SGMY who have and have not
disclosed their sexual and/or gender identity (D’Augelli et al.,
1998), suggesting a selection effect that excludes youth who have
yet to disclose their identity and, therefore, may have unique family
experiences and related outcomes. Furthermore, SGMY who have
yet to disclose their sexual and/or gender identity likely monitor
their parents closely for clues about their parents’ attitudes toward
SGM people to decide whether to disclose. For example, some
SGMY report that they expect their family members will be reject-
ing their sexual orientation based on previous homophobic com-
ments (Jadwin-Cakmak et al., 2015). It is likely that the way that

SGMY respond to measures designed to capture family behaviors
around youth’s disclosed or perceived sexual orientation or gender
identity differ by disclosure status. SGMYwho have disclosed would
likely evaluate whether their family members are accepting or
rejecting based on explicit reactions to their disclosure; in compari-
son, SGMY who have not disclosed must rely on implicit cues about
SGM people from their families. There are also implications for
validity when items in measures of family acceptance and rejection
imply that parents or caregivers are aware of their child’s sexual or
gender identity. Thus, depending on disclosure status, family experi-
ences may differ for SGMY and influence how SGMY qualitatively
and quantitatively respond to family environment measures. This
could lead to biased estimates of associations with health outcomes.

In the pesent study, we sought to address current limitations in
the conceptualization of family environment by examining the
dimensionality of an SGMY-specific measure of family acceptance
and rejection of youth’s sexual identity. Moreover, we test the
degree to which youth may respond to family environment measures
as a function of their disclosure to parents by examining differences
in measurement by disclosure status in a large sample of SGMY.

Method

Data and Measures

Data come from a subset of a large online national sample (N =
17,112) of 13–17-year-old SGMY living in the United States. Data
were collected in 2017. The institutional review board at the Univer-
sity of Connecticut approved the original study procedures. All youth
provided electronic assent, and a waiver of parental consent was
obtained due to the sensitive nature of study questions and to avoid
youth needing to “out” themselves to parents to take the survey.
The data were collected in partnership with the largest lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer+ organization in the United
States, the Human Rights Campaign (HRC). Partnering with the
HRC allowed researchers to sample diverse youth who utilized
community-serving organizations (e.g., local drop-in youth centers)
and followed/interacted with the HRC or their partners (e.g., Cen-
terLink, Trevor Project) on social media. With the help of the HRC,
researchers leveraged influencers on Twitter (e.g., Jazz Jennings) to
reach diverse youth audiences by tweeting their support of the study.
To ensure diversity in the sample, the researchers utilized paid
advertisements on Facebook targeted toward youth with minoritized
social positions. Before data were collected, a series of steps were
taken to eliminate the potential for bots and mischievous responders
to participate in the survey, including a multistep consent and sorting
process. This process included a response tree protocol that diverted
ineligible participants based on age and residence. After data were
collected, a rigorous post hoc data cleaning process was undertaken
to ensure the quality of data (see Robinson-Cimpian, 2014), which
excluded participants with multiple extreme responses, including
impossible (e.g., weight of 8 pounds) and/or implausible (e.g., a
gender identity of “Donald Trump”) responses.

Materials and analysis code for this study are available by
emailing the corresponding author. The study was not preregistered.
Youth were included (n = 13,909) if they were currently living with
a parent and identified as gay, lesbian, bisexual, queer, or pansexual
(n = 13,668) or heterosexual if they also identified as transgender
(n = 241). We excluded youth who did not complete the survey
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beyond the demographics section (n = 1,018) and were missing on
measures capturing disclosure (n = 2,820) and on all indicators of
family acceptance and rejection (n = 944). This resulted in a final
sample of 9,127. Demographic information by disclosure status is
shown in Table 1. The sample was majority White, with a plurality
of cisgender female and bisexual youth.
We categorized SGMY as nondisclosed (n = 2,444) or disclosed

(n = 6,683) based on their responses to the Outness Inventory
(Mohr & Fassinger, 2000), which asked, “For each of the following
groups, how many people currently do you think know of your
sexual orientation?” and “For each of the following groups, how
many people currently do you think know of your gender identity?”
on a 5-point scale from “none” to “all.” Those who reported greater
than “none” to the specific item about parents were categorized as
disclosed to parents.
Family rejection and acceptance measures were modified from

items from the Family Acceptance Project (Abreu et al., 2022;
Miller et al., 2020). Participants were asked to report how often their
parents or caregivers behaved in rejecting (n items = 4; α = 0.88) or
accepting (n items = 4; α = 0.82) ways on a 4-point scale from
“never” to “often.” Participants could also respond with “doesn’t
apply to me”; these responses were coded as missing. The wording
of these items and descriptive information by SGMY who were
categorized as nondisclosed or disclosed are shown in Table 2.

Analysis Plan

We conducted measurement invariance testing procedures in
Mplus Version 8 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017). We evaluated
whether initial models had acceptable model fit by following
standard cutoff values (i.e., comparative fit index [CFI] > 0.90;
Tucker–Lewis index [TLI] > 0.90; root-mean-square error of

approximation [RMSEA] < 0.10; Hu & Bentler, 1999). We first
tested a two-factor model in which separate latent factors of family
acceptance and rejection consisting of four items each were simul-
taneously modeled and allowed to covary. Next, we compared this
two-factor model to a one-factor model where all eight items were
included as factor indicators of a rejection latent factor, with
acceptance items reverse coded. We used a fixed factor method
of setting the scale of the latent factors in which we constrained the
latent variances of each construct to one and allowed all indicator
factor loadings to be freely estimated. Our final model was based on
whether the one-factor model resulted in a significantly worse fit to
the data when compared to the two-factor model.

After selecting a final model, we examined standardized expected
parameter change (SPEC) and model modification indices (MIs) to
determine whether model fit would be improved by correlating
the residual variances of indicators (Byrne et al., 1989; Whittaker,
2012). We correlated the residuals of items one by one if they had
(a) had a large SPEC, (b) had a corresponding MI greater than 3.85,
and (c) if they were theoretically plausible until model fit no longer
significantly statistically improved, as indicated by a change in chi-
square and CFI. Research shows that freeing parameters based on
SPEC, MI, and theory when modifying models results in less
misspecification than based on MI alone (Whittaker, 2012).

We examined configural (unconstrained; overall patterns of factor
loadings freely estimated across groups), metric (factor loadings
constrained to equality), and scalar (intercepts constrained to equal-
ity) invariance between youth who were disclosed or nondisclosed.
We determined whether models passed measurement invariance
based on model CFI (ΔCFI < .01), as recommended by Cheung and
Rensvold (2002). Change in CFI is a more appropriate indicator for
evaluating measurement invariance because, unlike other goodness-
of-fit indicators (e.g., chi-square, RMSEA), CFI is not affected by
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Table 1
Disclosure Status and Missingness on All Family Rejection/Acceptance Items by Demographic Characteristics

Demographic
characteristic

Missing on all
family rejection/
acceptance items Nondisclosed Disclosed

χ2 p

Total

n % n % n % n %

Race/ethnicity
White 558 8.56 1,488 24.95 4,475 75.05 29.18 <.001 5,963 65.38
Black 65 13.27 134 31.53 291 68.47 5.14 .02 425 4.66
Native American 2 5.26 7 19.44 29 80.56 0.99 .32 36 0.39
Asian American 42 10.29 187 51.09 179 48.91 114.99 <.001 366 4.01
Hispanic/Latino 122 11.32 280 29.29 676 70.71 3.44 .06 956 10.48
Biracial/multiracial 133 9.81 305 24.94 918 75.06 2.43 .12 1,223 13.41
Different race 21 12.21 41 27.15 110 72.85 0.01 .92 151 1.66

Gender identity
Cisgender male 240 10.35 567 27.27 1,512 72.73 0.34 .56 2,079 22.78
Cisgender female 336 7.69 1,395 34.57 2,640 65.43 224.12 <.001 4,035 44.21
Transgender male 98 11.53 80 10.64 672 89.36 108.87 <.001 752 8.24
Transgender female 6 5.5 20 19.42 83 80.58 2.88 .09 103 1.13
Nonbinary 264 10.90 382 17.70 1,776 82.23 118.74 <.001 2,158 23.64

Sexual identity
Gay/lesbian 335 8.2 786 20.97 2,962 79.03 109.36 <.001 3,748 41.06
Bisexual 418 11.08 1,191 35.52 2,162 64.48 206.62 <.001 3,353 36.74
Heterosexual 15 8.98 30 19.74 122 80.26 3.91 .05 152 1.67
Queer 37 7.68 88 19.78 357 80.22 11.70 .001 445 4.88
Pansexual 139 8.86 349 24.42 1,080 75.58 4.79 .03 1,429 15.66

ACCEPTANCE/REJECTION AMONG SEXUAL AND GENDER 3



model complexity or sample size (Cheung & Rensvold, 2002).
Steps described above (i.e., examining SPEC and MI for change
in CFI) were followed for unconstraining model factor loadings
(metric invariance) or intercepts (scalar invariance) to improve
model fit if an invariance test failed. In subsequent metric models,
as long as the model passes the metric invariance test, constraining
the factor loadings to equality allows for the estimation of the latent
variances of the factors in the nondisclosed group compared to the
disclosed group. We conducted Wald tests to determine whether
the latent variance of each factor is equivalent in each group.
Similarly, once the intercepts are constrained to equality in the
scalar models, the latent means in the disclosed group models can
be constrained to zero for interpretation: This specification sets the
disclosed group as the reference group and the latent means of the
nondisclosed group are interpreted as differences in latent means
between each group.

Results

Missing Data

Participants who responded to at least one item on the family
rejection or acceptance scales had their data included in the models.
Their missing responses were handled using full information maxi-
mum likelihood (FIML). Adjusting the models using FIML for
missing data from youth who selected “does not apply to me” for all
items is not possible because only the information from these items
is used for analysis. We conducted logistic regression analyses to
determine whether some groups were more likely to be missing (full
analyses are available upon request). Of the 944 youth who were

missing on all items, disclosed youth had 0.47 lower odds (p< .001)
to be missing on all items (n = 532, 7.37% of all disclosed youth)
than nondisclosed youth (n = 412, 14.43% of all nondisclosed
youth). The number and percentage of youth missing on all items by
demographic characteristics are shown in Table 1. Compared to
White youth, Black (OR = 1.63, p < .001), and Latino (OR = 1.36,
p= .003) youth weremore likely to bemissing on all items. Bisexual
youth were more likely to be missing than gay/lesbian youth (OR =
1.39, p < .001), and cisgender females were less likely to be missing
than cisgender males (OR = 0.72, p < .001).

Confirmatory Factor Analyses

The model fit of the two latent factor model was acceptable (see
Table 3). The one factor model fit the data poorly and was
significantly worse than the two-factor model, Δχ2 = 6,244.34,
Δdf = 1, p < .001, ΔCFI = −0.259, ΔTLI = −0.358. Moreover, the
unconstrained covariance between the rejection and acceptance
factors was statistically different from zero (ϕ = −0.44, se =
0.01, p < .001), demonstrating that the factors were neither redun-
dant nor orthogonal. Thus, we proceeded with the two-factor model
for further analyses.

The largest modification index suggested correlating the residuals
of the proud and like items (SPEC = 0.25; MI = 359.47), which we
considered appropriate given the similar wording of the two items.
This residual correlation between items improved model fit (see
Table 3). The next highest SPEC (0.18) was for freeing the residual
correlation between the mock and negative comments items (MI =
730.61); both items similarly ask about negative statements made
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Table 3
Model Fit Statistics of the Full Sample Confirmatory Factor Analyses

Model tested χ2 df p Δχ2 Δ df p RMSEA
RMSEA
90% CI CFI ΔCFI TLI ΔTLI

Single latent factor 8,771.22 20 <.001 — — — 0.219 (0.215, 0.223) 0.687 — 0.562 —

Correlated two factor 1,526.88 19 <.001 — — — 0.093 (0.089, 0.097) 0.946 — 0.920 —

Like with proud 1,157.34 18 <.001 369.54 1 <.001 0.083 (0.079, 0.087) 0.959 −0.013 0.937 −0.017
Mock with negative comments 523.87 17 <.001 633.47 1 <.001 0.057 (0.053, 0.061) 0.982 −0.023 0.970 −0.033
Role model with involved 376.77 16 <.001 147.10 1 <.001 0.050 (0.045, 0.054) 0.987 0.005 0.977 0.007

Note. RMSEA = root-mean-square error of approximation; CI = confidence interval; CFI = comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker–Lewis index. Italicized
words refer to specific items of the measures.

Table 2
Observed Means and Standard Deviations of Family Rejection and Family Acceptance Items for the Nondisclosed and Disclosed Groups

How often do your parents or caregivers …

Nondisclosed Disclosed

t(df ) pM SD M SD

Family rejection
Taunt or mock you because you are an LGBTQ person 1.68 1.00 1.66 0.92 0.53(6,829) .30
Say negative comments about you being an LGBTQ person 1.75 1.07 1.75 0.99 0.19(6,911) .43
Say bad things about LGBTQ people in general 2.66 1.03 2.22 1.08 17.40(8,900) <.001
Make you feel like you are bad because you are an LGBTQ person 2.33 1.19 1.84 1.06 15.08(7,541) <.001

Family acceptance
Say that they like you as you are in regards to being an LGBTQ person 1.65 1.01 2.44 1.14 18.86(6,730) <.001
Say they were proud of you for being an LGBTQ person 1.31 0.77 1.97 1.14 16.34(6,847) <.001
Get involved in the larger LGBTQ community 1.26 0.65 1.64 0.97 14.07(7,594) <.001
Tell you that you are a role model as an LGBTQ person 1.14 0.51 1.40 0.84 8.91(6,762) <.001

Note. One-tailed t tests shown (H0: nondisclosed = disclosed), in which Ha: nondisclosed > disclosed for family rejection and Ha: nondisclosed <
disclosed for family acceptance. LGBTQ = lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer.
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by parents that are directly made to youth. Next, the modification
indices suggested correlating the residual variances of the role
model and involve items (SPEC = 0.14; MI = 151.08). However,
we could not determine a theoretical reason for correlating these
items, and model fit did not significantly improve, so we did not
include this correlation. The remaining SPECs were too low or
theoretically implausible. Table 4 shows the factor loadings, inter-
cepts, and residual variances of the final two-factor model.

Measurement Invariance by Disclosure Status

Table 5 shows the factor loadings, intercepts, and residual
variances for each family acceptance and rejection indicator for
the nondisclosed and disclosed group models. Model fit statistics for
each invariance test are shown in Table 6. The fit statistics showed
that the model passed configural and metric invariance tests, indi-
cating an equivalent factor structure (configural) and factor loadings
(metric) across groups. We can directly compare the variances and
covariances of the latent rejection and acceptance constructs with
metric equivalency. The latent variance of family rejection was
similar between the disclosed (ψ1,1 = 1.00; reference group) and
nondisclosed (ψ1,1 = 1.01) group models (z = 0.01, p = .92);
however, the latent variance of family acceptance for the nondi-
sclosed group (ψ2,2 = 0.45) was roughly half that of the disclosed
(ψ2,2 = 1.00) models (z = 96.07, p < .001), suggesting that there
was lower variability in family acceptance among nondisclosed
SGMY compared to disclosed SGMY. Further, the covariance
between family acceptance and rejection was twice as strong (z =
54.07, p< .001) in the disclosed model (ψ1,2=−0.47) compared to
the nondisclosed model (ψ1,2 = −0.23). Thus, a one-unit increase
in family rejection was associated with a −0.47 unit decrease in
family acceptance for disclosed SGMY but only a −0.23 unit
decrease in family acceptance for nondisclosed SGMY.
The model did not pass the test of scalar invariance. The largest

MI suggested freeing the intercept of the like item (MI = 100.07,
SPEC = −0.27 for the nondisclosed group, SPEC = 0.06 for the
disclosed group). The model passed the scalar invariance test with
this item freely estimated for both groups. Compared to the model
for nondisclosed SGMY, in which the latent means were constrained
to zero, the nondisclosed to parents group model had significantly

higher family rejection (α1 = 0.46, se = 0.03, p < .001) and lower
family acceptance (α2 = −0.54, se = 0.03, p < .001).

Discussion

To better understand the family environment of SGMY, we
examined the dimensional properties of a measure of family accep-
tance and rejection behaviors and measurement differences between
youth who had and had not disclosed their sexual orientation or
gender identity to their parents. Major strengths of the study include
the use of a large sample of SGMY, the use of an SGM-specific
measure of family acceptance and rejection behaviors, and the
ability to compare the measurement structure between disclosed
and nondisclosed SGMY. Below, we highlight key takeaways from
the results of the study.

Consistent with recent theorizing and commentary (Catalpa &
McGuire, 2018; Fish, 2020), our results suggest that acceptance and
rejection from family members comprise two distinct constructs
in the family environment rather than a single unidimensional
construct. These findings suggest that researchers should be mea-
suring positive and negative familial behaviors and interactions as
distinct constructs and operationalizing them as such in studies.
Studies that reverse code items based on valence and calculate sum
scores with accepting and rejecting behaviors combined may miss
essential nuances in family dynamics that could uniquely shape
SGMY development, health, and family relationships. Moreover,
the covariance between family acceptance and rejection showed that
these two constructs were correlated but not strongly negatively
correlated, suggesting that many SGMY simultaneously experience
both accepting and rejecting behaviors from parents and caregivers.
Given recent research highlighting the deleterious impacts of
ambiguous and inconsistent family responses to children’s sexual
orientation and gender identity (Allen et al., 2022; Catalpa &
McGuire, 2018; Tomlinson, 2021), the simultaneous modeling
and exploration of these constructs in SGMY family environment
could lead to important implications for future research and family
intervention.

Research shows that family acceptance and rejection are strongly
associated with SGMY well-being, including mental health (Ryan
et al., 2009, 2010; Shilo & Savaya, 2011) and suicidality (Hatchel
et al., 2021). High-quality relationships with parents during adoles-
cence protect health even when these relationships are strained
(Umberson & Thomeer, 2020). Future research should consider to
what degree parental rejection may nullify the positive impacts of
acceptance, even when both co-occur within families (Tomlinson,
2021); these findings could have important clinical implications for
supporting families as they navigate the coming out process and as
families learn to support their SGMY. We also note that this
correlation might suggest that many SGMY experience apathy or
ambiguity from parents. Parental ambiguity toward SGMY’s identi-
ties can be common (Mena & Vaccaro, 2013), particularly among
transgender youth (Allen et al., 2022; Catalpa & McGuire, 2018);
previous work has shown that family ambiguity has negative impacts
on health (Khaleque & Rohner, 2002). For example, study results in
Allen et al. (2022) suggested that, among transgender adults, family
environments characterized by ambiguity—that is, high levels of
accepting and rejecting behaviors—were most harmful to mental and
physical health, even more so than environments characterized by
high levels of rejection and low levels of acceptance. Taken together,
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Table 4
Factor Loadings, Intercepts, and Residual Variances of Family
Rejection and Family Acceptance Items for the Final Two-Factor
Model

Item λ τ θ

Family rejection
Mock 0.68 1.73 0.42
Negative comments 0.82 1.82 0.34
Bad things 0.86 2.33 0.45
Feel bad 0.95 1.95 0.30

Family acceptance
Like 0.73 2.29 0.80
Proud 1.01 1.85 0.22
Involved 0.67 1.55 0.50
Role model 0.52 1.35 0.38

Note. λ = item loading; τ = item intercept; θ = item residual variance.
The final two-factor model consisted of correlated residuals between the
like and proud items and the mock and negative comments items.
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previous work suggests that strong, clear displays of acceptance are
the most beneficial for the mental health of SGMY.
Measurement between groups was largely equivalent by disclo-

sure status. We found this particularly interesting because the
wording of the items imply that parents have some knowledge of
youth’s sexual orientation or gender identity. Coming out as SGM is
a complex process in which SGMY experience varying degrees
of awareness, knowledge, and disclosure related to their sexual
and/or gender identities (Bishop et al., 2020; Caba et al., 2022).
Youth who have not directly told their parents about their identities
may be carefully paying attention to their parents’ attitudes toward
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer people to gauge how
they might react to their disclosure (Jadwin-Cakmak et al., 2015),
and thus respond to these items from that perspective. It is common
for researchers who study SGMY’s family environment to
exclude—intentionally or unintentionally—nondisclosed youth,
which assumes that measures of familial experiences might not
be as accurate in capturing the experiences of youth whose parents
are unaware of their sexual or gender identity. Our study was also
likely affected by the unintentional exclusion of nondisclosed youth,
considering that nondisclosed youth were more likely to be missing
on family acceptance and rejection because they selected “does not
apply” to items that implied parents’ knowledge of their identities.
However, the results of the present study suggest that these measures
have utility for understanding family dynamics even when youth
have not disclosed their sexual orientation and/or gender identity to
their parents. Thus, we encourage researchers to consider how their
study designs might be more inclusive of youth who have yet to
disclose their sexual orientation and/or gender identity to parents
and the degree to which their measures address these distinctions.
Generally, the inclusion of youth who have yet to disclose their

identity will provide understanding about the family environments
of these youth and how family dynamics may influence when, how,
and why youth disclose (or not) their identity with parents and others
in their social network.

We observed marginal mean-level differences in parental accept-
ing and rejecting behaviors between disclosure groups: SGMY who
had disclosed to parents reported higher acceptance and lower
rejection than SGMY who had not disclosed. Moreover, the inverse
association between family rejection and acceptance was stronger
among disclosed compared to nondisclosed youth. Past research on
parental reactions to disclosure has shown that SGMY report both
higher parental acceptance (e.g., D’Augelli et al., 1998) and rejec-
tion (D’Augelli et al., 2010) compared to those who have not
disclosed. Recently, longitudinal studies have begun to consolidate
these inconsistent findings to show that, although initial disclosure is
linked to rejection and poor outcomes, SGMY report greater support
over time (Samarova et al., 2014). That is, SGMY may have more
opportunities to cultivate parental support once disclosed. However,
it is interesting that the two rejection items that differed between
groups at the observed level seemed to reflect parents’ broader
attitudes about SGM people (your parents say bad things about
SGM people in general, your parents make you feel bad about being
an SGM person); SGMY did not differ on items related to negative
comments that were directly about their identities. We hesitate to
speculate too strongly about these findings, but they could suggest
that SGMY may struggle to call out personal rejection from family
members; it may also be that SGMY are more likely to disclose in an
environment in which family members appear less rejecting of SGM
people in general than of SGMY’s own identities. Regardless of the
reasons for this finding, rejection seems to be common in families,
even in the presence of accepting behaviors and for youth who have
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Table 5
Factor Loadings, Intercepts, and Residual Variances of Family Rejection and Family Acceptance
Items for the Correlated Two-Factor Model by Disclosure Status

Item

Nondisclosed (n = 2,444) Disclosed (n = 6,683)

λ τ θ λ τ θ

Family rejection
Mock 0.66 1.77 0.53 0.68 1.68 0.39
Negative comments 0.75 1.84 0.54 0.83 1.76 0.29
Bad things 0.82 2.66 0.40 0.85 2.21 0.45
Feel bad 1.00 2.27 0.38 0.91 1.84 0.29

Family acceptance
Like 0.50 1.64 0.75 0.62 2.42 0.93
Proud 0.61 1.33 0.21 0.91 1.96 0.48
Involved 0.49 1.27 0.19 0.73 1.63 0.41
Role model 0.41 1.15 0.10 0.62 1.40 0.32

Note. λ = item loading; τ = item intercept; θ = item residual variance.

Table 6
Model Fit Statistics of Measurement Invariance Tests for the Single Latent Factor and Two Latent Factors Models by Disclosure Status

Model χ2 df p Δχ2 Δp RMSEA 95% CI CFI ΔCFI TLI Pass?

Configural 535.04 34 <.001 — — 0.057 (0.053, 0.061) 0.982 — 0.970 ✓
Metric 566.03 40 <.001 −30.99 <.001 0.054 (0.050, 0.058) 0.981 0.001 0.973 ✓
Scalar 905.85 46 <.001 −339.83 <.001 0.056 (0.064, 0.068) 0.969 0.012 0.962 ✗
Freed like item 796.79 45 <.001 −230.76 <.001 0.061 (0.057, 0.064) 0.973 0.008 0.966 ✓

Note. RMSEA = root-mean-square error of approximation; CI = confidence interval; CFI = comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker–Lewis index. Italicized
word refers to specific items of the measures.
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disclosed their identity; further research is needed to better under-
stand family dynamics around disclosure, particularly in the years
following disclosure (see Huebner et al., 2019). Research in this area
will provide clinicians greater perspective on interventions that may
support SGMY and families during this time.
Interestingly, variability in family rejection was similar between

the two groups, but there was much more variability in family
acceptance among disclosed youth than nondisclosed youth. Though
it is difficult to fully understand these findings without including
covariates that might account for some of this variability (e.g., time
since disclosure, sociopolitical context), we highlight possible ex-
planations that could be explored in future research. Research shows
that parents who respond to disclosure in neutral or ambiguous ways
are sometimes seen by SGMY as accepting of their identities because
their parents have not responded explicitly or exclusively rejecting
ways (Mena &Vaccaro, 2013). Some of this variability in acceptance
among the disclosed group may not be a result of disclosure, but a
precursor to disclosure. If parents present some affirmative language
and behaviors toward SGM communities, youth may be more likely
to disclose their identity. Research suggests that SGMY disclose their
sexual or gender identity to parents for various reasons, such as a
desire to be authentic to their true selves, even if their parents have not
expressed high levels of acceptance (Grafsky, 2018). We also
acknowledge that disclosure, particularly as measured here, may
not necessarily reflect an active, agentic disclosure by SGMY,
considering that some youth may have experienced accidental or
forced disclosure (being “outed” by others). These suppositions
further illustrate the need for more research on family dynamics
that span the pre- and postdisclosure to parents.

Limitations and Future Directions

Our study is not without limitations. First, it is difficult to
accurately measure youth’s disclosure (Caba et al., 2022); thus,
categorizing SGMY based on disclosure status will be naturally
imprecise. We dichotomized SGMY as being disclosed to parents if
they said that at least “a few” of their parents knew about their
identity. Therefore, we might have identified measurement differ-
ences if we had more accurate disclosure measures. Second, these
data are cross-sectional; we could not assess predictive validity, and
whether there was longitudinal measurement invariance in family
acceptance and rejection. Longitudinal data and analyses are neces-
sary to understand better the direction of associations between
disclosure and family behaviors specific to sexual orientation and
gender identity and how these associations change over time. In the
absence of longitudinal data, disclosure timing can illuminate
whether family relationships improve after youth disclose, whether
youth disclose in the context of better family relationships, or
perhaps a more reciprocal process. Third, we did not ask SGMY
for the timing of when they disclosed their identities to their parents.
When and how youth disclose could influence the degree to which
family members engage in specific accepting and/or rejecting
behaviors and, subsequently, how measures of family dynamics
around sexual orientation and gender identity operate for SGMY
who have and have not disclosed their identity. Last, we tested a few
items that tapped into broad behaviors from family around youth
sexual orientation and/or gender identity. More nuanced measures
of family dynamics and environment might provide additional
perspectives on measurement and the degree to which the family

environment and measures differ for youth who have and have not
disclosed their identity to their parents. Further examination of the
dimensionality of other family acceptance and rejection measures
would provide additional evidence for or against the multidimen-
sionality of the measures found in the present study.

We also acknowledge that our critiques about how the field has
approached the conceptualization of outness (including disclosure)
and family environments also apply to the present study, particularly
regarding intersectionality. Many studies examine a dominant group
(i.e., White, gay, male) understanding of outness as explicitly
disclosing a sexual or gender minority identity to others, which
often does not reflect the realities of SGM youth of color and SGMY
with other marginalized identities. For example, some SGM youth
of color say that their parents are implicitly aware of their SGM
identity and that a lack of acknowledgment about it means that their
parents are accepting (Pollitt et al., 2021). Though these experiences
are not just isolated to SGM people of color, binary categories based
on whether youth have disclosed to others cannot capture differ-
ences in family acceptance and rejection related to such nuanced
experiences of outness. Policy and clinical practices developed to
improve the family environments of SGMY must be built on an
accurate, methodologically rigorous, and inclusive body of research
that adequately considers multiple aspects of youth’s identities.

Conclusion

Despite being key predictors of adolescent well-being, there
remains limited understanding surrounding youth’s family environ-
ment and behaviors that characterize acceptance or rejection of
SGMY’s sexual orientation and/or gender identity. The present
study found that family acceptance and rejection comprise two
separate, measurable constructs among SGMY. We noted few
measurement differences between disclosed and nondisclosed
SGMY, suggesting that studies on SGMY’s family environment
should include and explore the experiences of SGMY who may or
may not be out to parents and other family members. Continued
measurement refinement and studies designed to explore the com-
plex family dynamics of SGMY will provide valuable insight into
factors influencing SGMY development and the development of
interventions designed to support SGMY and their families.
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